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On the Allied side are the Federation, a multi-national organisation made up of the United States, United Kingdom, and the newly
formed Republic of Karabuda, while on the Soviet side are the Russian Federation and the Azadistan (formerly known as the
Uzbekistan and the Tadjikistan). Both sides of the war are supported by the Communist Coalition. On the Allied side the player
assumes the role of Lt. Daniel Callahan, who pilots an F-15 Eagle during the game. On the Soviet side the player assumes the role of Lt.
Vasily Solodovik who pilots an Sukhoi Su-27 Flanker. Contents The game starts on December 6, 1990. The player assumes the role of
Lt. Daniel Callahan, who is the pilot of an F-15 Eagle during the opening mission of the game. The player starts the game by flying to
the United States, and then proceeds to the base of operations (BOO) of the Federation, located at Bourget Airport in Paris, France.
There the player learns that he is part of the Israeli air force, and must complete a training exercise to be qualified for the mission to
Dhimar. Dhimar is located in the Middle East, and is the primary antagonist of the game. Dhimar is a secular and independent state that
seeks to gain access to the Persian Gulf, to counter Iranian expansionism. Dhimar is allied with the Soviet Union, but has a rocky
relationship with them, and has not been paid for its defense since the middle of the 1980s. The nations of the Soviet Union have
reneged on their commitments to pay for Soviet forces stationed in Dhimar, and have also failed to provide the Dhimar armed forces
with the equipment and aircraft they requested. The player character is sent to Dhimar by the United States to reinforce their position in
the war, as the Soviet Air Force has been caught off guard. In Dhimar the player is initially assigned to the 4th Fighter Squadron, and
proceeds to complete several training missions, such as intercepting and destroying rogue enemy fighters. The player is then reassigned
to a mixed force, and is sent to the Soviet base at the Koloqe, a former military base located in Uzbekistan. This base is being used by
the Soviet forces to conduct military exercises. After one day the commander of the Soviet forces, General Vasily Solodovik is ordered
by General Alexei Merkulov, the Soviet Minister
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March 31, 2009 - SF2 is the only game officially supported on Vista, but the rest are restarting for Vista under SF2: Europe, SF2:
Vietnam, SF2: Israel. To celebrate the launch of SF2 on Vista, a full English translation of the entire new campaign has been added to
the game. This translation was provided by the translator GSC Game World, under the nickname "Hell_Rise". Thanks to the efforts of
Hell_Rise, you can now play SF2 in English! We have prepared screenshots so that you can see the entire translation. Screenshots
Translation 1. Translation of the new campaign "Future of Warfare" - "The Future of War". 2. Translation of the new campaign
"Midterm War". fffad4f19a
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